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Steering by Gazing: An Efficient Biomimetic
Control Strategy for Visually-guided Micro-Air
Vehicles
Lubin Kerhuel, Stéphane Viollet, Member, IEEE, and Nicolas Franceschini

Abstract—OSCAR II is a twin-engine aerial demonstrator
equipped with a monocular visual system, which manages to keep
its gaze and its heading steadily fixed on a target (a dark edge or
a bar) in spite of the severe random perturbations applied to its
body via a ducted fan. The tethered robot stabilizes its gaze on
the basis of two Oculomotor Reflexes (ORs) inspired by studies
on animals:
• a Visual Fixation Reflex (VFR)
• a Vestibulo-ocular Reflex (VOR)
One of the key features of this robot is the fact that the eye is
decoupled mechanically from the body about the vertical (yaw)
axis. To meet the conflicting requirements of high accuracy and
fast ocular responses, a miniature (2.4-gram) Voice Coil Motor
(VCM) was used, which enables the eye to make a change of
orientation within an unusually short rise time (19ms). The robot,
which was equipped with a high bandwidth (7Hz) “Vestibuloocular Reflex (VOR)” based on an inertial micro-rate gyro, is
capable of accurate visual fixation as long as there is light. The
robot is also able to pursue a moving target in the presence of
erratic gusts of wind. Here we present the two interdependent
control schemes driving the eye in the robot and the robot in
space without any knowledge of the robot’s angular position.
This “steering by gazing” control strategy implemented on this
lightweight (100-gram) miniature aerial robot demonstrates the
effectiveness of this biomimetic visual/inertial heading control
strategy.
Index Terms—gaze stabilization; smooth pursuit; Oculomotor
Reflexes (ORs); Visual Fixation Reflex (VFR); Vestibulo-ocular
Reflex (VOR); Micro-Air Vehicle (MAV); steering strategy; sensorimotor control; biorobotics; autonomous robots;

Fig. 1. OSCAR II is a tethered aerial robot which controls its heading about
the vertical (yaw) axis by driving its two propellers differentially, based on
what it sees. The eye of OSCAR II is mechanically decoupled from the head
(which is mounted firmly on the “body”). The visual system enables the robot
to fixate a target (a vertical edge placed 1 meter ahead). Two Oculomotor
Reflexes (ORs), the Vestibulo-ocular Reflex (VOR) and the Visual Fixation
Reflex (VFR), stabilize the robot’s line of sight (its gaze) in response to any
severe disturbances (such as gusts of wind) liable to affect its body. The
heading control system in which the ORs are involved (see Fig. 7) aligns
the robot’s heading with the gaze, and is thus constantly catching up with
the gaze. Robot OSCAR II is mounted on a low-friction, low-inertia resolver,
which monitors the heading with a high level of accuracy. (Top left photo by
Franois Vrignaud)

I. I NTRODUCTION
OMORROW’S Micro-Air Vehicles (MAVs) will be capable of similar performance to those of flying animals
(insects and birds): they will be able to navigate safely in
unknown environments, and vision has turned out to be the
most suitable sensory mode on which to base their guidance.
In comparison with MAVs, systems such as those based on
GPS signals have several weaknesses, including their poor
resolution, their low signal-to-noise ratio in canyons and
building interiors and their failure to cope with unexpectedly
encountered stationary or moving targets. On the other hand,
active sensors such as RADARs and FLIRs are so powerconsuming that they are not at all suitable for use on MAVs.
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Most of the few visually guided MAVs developed so far transmit images to a ground station via a radio link and extensive
image processing is performed off-board. The whole process
may suffer from undesirable time lag and untoward “dropouts”. Three noteworthy exceptions are the MC2 microflyer
[1], a small aircraft wing [2] and a quadrotor [3] which use
Optic Flow to react autonomously.
Flying insects and birds are able to navigate swiftly in unknown environments with very few computational resources.
They are not guided via radio links with any ground stations
and perform all the required calculations on-board. The ability
to stabilize the gaze is the key to an efficient visual guidance
system, as it reduces the computational burden associated with
visuo-motor processing. Smooth pursuit by the eye is another
requisite: the ability to fix the gaze on a given moving feature
significantly reduces the neural resources required to extract
relevant visual information from the environment. Although
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their brains are so small and their eyes have so few pixels,
flying insects can perform some extraordinary behavioral feats,
such as navigating in 3-D environments, avoiding stationary
and moving obstacles, hovering [4], [5], tracking mates [6]
and intruders [7], and intercepting prey [8], relying solely
on visual guidance. Recent studies have shown that freely
flying flies keep their gaze fixed in space during 100 − 200ms
episodes, using very fast stabilization reflexes [9]. The freely
flying sandwasp, for instance, keeps its gaze amazingly stable
despite the large thorax rolls it performs [10]. The stringent
requirements involved in visual stabilization may explain why
eye movements are among the fastest and most accurate of all
the movements in the repertory of the animal kingdom.
Gaze stabilization is a difficult task because the eye control
system must compensate both quickly and accurately for
any sudden, untoward disturbances caused by the vagaries of
the supporting head or body. In the freely flying housefly,
active gaze stabilization mechanisms prevent the incoming
visual information from being affected by disturbances such
as vibrations or body jerks [9], [11]–[13]. This finely adapted
mechanism is way beyond what can be achieved in the field
of present-day robotics.
The authors of several studies have addressed the problem of
incorporating an active gaze stabilization system into mobile
robots. After the pioneering studies on the “Rochester head”
[14], the “Oxford head” [15] and the “Harvard head” [16],
a number of gaze control systems were developed, in which
retinal position measurements were combined with inertial
measurements [17], and the performance of these systems
were assessed qualitatively while slow perturbations were
being applied by hand. Shibata and Schaal [18] designed
and built a gaze control device based on an inverse model
of the mammalian oculomotor system. This device equipped
with a learning network was able to decrease the retinal slip
4-fold in response to moderate frequency perturbations (of
up to 0.8Hz). Another adaptive image stabilizer designed to
improve the performance of a robotic agent was built and
its ability to cope with moderate-frequency perturbations (of
up to 0.6Hz) was tested [19]. An adaptive gaze stabilization
controller was recently presented and its performance were
measured in the 0.5-2Hz frequency range [20]. Other gaze
stabilization systems inspired by the human Vestibulo-ocular
Reflex (VOR) have also been designed for mobile robots
[21]–[23], but the performance of these systems have not
yet been assessed quantitatively. Miyauchi et al [24] have
shown the benefits of mounting a compact mechanical image
stabilizer onboard a mobile robot travelling over rough terrain.
Twombly [25] has performed computer based simulations
on a neuro-vestibular control system designed to endow a
walking robot with active image stabilization abilities. Wagner
et al. [26] built a fast responding oculomotor system using
air bearings and bulky galvanometers [26]. Maini et al. [27]
recently succeeded in implementing fast gaze shifts in an
anthropomorphic head without using any inertial sensors. In
the field of humanoid robotic research, two recent studies
have described the enhanced performance of a biped robot
endowed with gaze control mechanisms [28], [29]. None
of the technological solutions ever proposed are compatible,
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however, with the drastic constraints imposed on autonomous
Micro-Air Vehicles (MAVs) in terms of their mass and size.
Fast flying insects such as flies possess a fine set of
oculomotor reflexes that are the key to their outstanding
heading stabilization performance. These reflexes are of particular relevance to designing tomorrow’s miniature autonomous
terrestrial, aerial, underwater and space vehicles. As we will
see, a visually mediated heading stabilization system requires:
•

•

•
•

•

•

a mechanical decoupling between the eye and the body
(via the eye’s orbit and the neck, as in birds, or via the
neck alone, as in insects).
a fast and accurate actuator. Blowflies, for instance,
control their gaze using no less than 23 pairs of micromuscles [30].
a Visual Fixation Reflex (VFR) that keeps the gaze locked
onto a contrasting target.
a Vestibulo-ocular Reflex (VOR), which is an active inertial reflex that rotates the eye in counter phase with
the head. Flies typically use inertial reflexes of this kind,
based on the gyroscopic haltere organs located on the
thorax, especially when performing yaw [11] and roll
movements [12]. A similar inertial reflex was developed
several hundred million years later in mammals including
humans. Rhesus monkeys’ VOR operates in the 0.5−5Hz
[31] and even 5 − 25Hz [32] frequency range, and is
therefore capable of even faster responses than the human
visual system.
a proprioceptive sensor measuring the angular position of
the eye relative to the head and that of the head relative
to the body. The question as to whether an extraretinal proprioceptive sensor exists in primates’ oculomotor
system is still a matter of controversy [33], [34], but a
sensor of this kind does exist in flies, in the form of the
prosternal organ. The latter organ consists of a pair of
mechanosensitive hair fields located in the neck region
[35], [36], which measure any head vs body angular
deviations on the pitch [9], roll [12] and yaw axes [37].
an active coupling between the robot’s heading and its
gaze, via the oculo-motor reflexes: the visual fixation
reflex (VFR) and the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR).

Although the present study was inspired by insects’ and
vertebrates’ oculomotor systems, our quest was primarily for
the performance, and no attempt was made to faithfully model
any of the oculomotor control systems described in insects and
vertebrates during the past 50 years. In the section II, the twinengine aerial platform is described. In the section III, our one
axis “steering by gazing” control strategy is explained. In the
section IV, we describe how this strategy was implemented
on a miniature aerial robot, called OSCAR II, which acquired
the ability to fixate a stationary target and to pursue a moving
target despite the severe aerodynamic disturbances that was
deliberately imposed on its body. OSCAR II is the first aerial
robot capable of these performance, thanks to the fact that its
eye is decoupled from its body. Some of the robot performance
is illustrated in the supplement video.
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II. T HE OSCAR II AERIAL ROBOT
A. The robotic platform
Like its predecessor OSCAR I [38], OSCAR II (see figure
1) is a twin-engine aerial platform equipped with a selfstabilizing visual/inertial system which operates about the
vertical (yaw) axis. In addition, OSCAR II features an oculomotor mechanism that gives its eye the ability to orient
relatively to its body within a range of ±35◦ . This additional
degree of freedom mimicks the mechanical decoupling between eye and body that is so characteristic of animals, from
box jellyfish to humans. The sighted robot is able to adjust
its heading accurately about the body yaw axis by driving its
two propellers differentially via a miniature custom made 1g dual sensorless speed controller (for a detailed description,
see [39]). The robot’s “body” consists of a carbon housing
containing the two motors driving the robot’s propellers’ (see
fig.1 and fig.2). These DC motors are mounted close to the
yaw rotational axis to minimize the inertial load. Each motor
transmits its power to its respective propeller (diameter 13cm)
via a 8 cm long carbon fiber shaft, rotating on micro-ball
bearing within the hollow beam, ending in a crown gear (with
a reduction ratio of 1/5). The OSCAR II robot weighs 65g
without the batteries. This weight includes the two engines
with their drive mechanisms and their dedicated sensorless
controller [39], the propellers, the eye with its VCM based
position servo-system, the micro rate gyro (Analog Device
ADIS 16100), the piezo bender, the complete electronics based
on Surface Mounted Device (SMD) technology and the bluetooth circuit for remote data monitoring. Two separate LiPolymer battery packs are used to power the robot: a lowpower pack (3.6V-100mAh, 3g) for the electronics and a
high-power pack (7.2V-620mAh, 34g) for the two propeller
motors. The robot’s “head” is a large (diameter 15mm) carbon
tube mounted firmly onto the motor casing. Within the head,
an inner carbon “eye tube” can turn freely about the yaw
axis. This eye tube is spring-loaded between a pivot bearing
(at the bottom) and a bored micro-conical ball bearing (at
the top), through which a 1-mm steel axle passes freely.
Thanks to a micromagnet glued to the tip of this axle, a
tiny contactless Hall sensor (see Fig. 2) accurately gauges the
eye-in-robot orientation θer (see Fig.3). The complete visual
system including the complete OSCAR sensor (see [40]), its
VCM, its driver and the digital controller weighs only 22.5g.
The eye can rotate within the ±35◦ range. We implemented a
detection system that prevents the VCM from saturating and
thus from being damaged by over current. After a short delay,
this system automatically resets the VCM’s angular position
whenever the set-point of the eye’s orientation is too large.
B. The robot’s visual system
The robot’s eye consists of a miniature lens (diameter 5mm,
focal length 8.5mm), behind which an elementary “retina”
composed of a single pair of matched PIN photodiodes
performs a horizontal scanning operation at a frequency of
10Hz: this retina is driven by a fast piezo bender (Physik
Instrumente) via a hybrid analog-digital circuit (fig. 2; for
details of the analog part, see [40]). The retinal microscanning

Fig. 2. Left: detail of the OSCAR II robot. Right: diagram of the microscanning retina and the visual processing it performs. The wave generator imposes
on the piezo bender a scanning movement that shifts the two photodiodes
horizontally behind the lens, perpendicularly with respect to the optical axis.
The visual processing system includes an Elementary Motion Detector (EMD).

process adopted here was inspired by our findings on the fly’s
compound eye [41]. The two photoreceptors therefore scan
a small portion of the visual space in the azimuthal plane.
For details on the whys and wherefores of this microscanning
process, readers are referred to our original analyses and computer simulations of the OSCAR visual sensor principle [42].
Basically, we established that by combining a retinal microscanning process with an Elementary Motion Detector (EMD),
a sensitive and accurate visual Position Sensing Device (PSD)
can be obtained, which is able to sense the position of an edge
(or a bar) within its small Field Of View (FOV) (here, FOV
= ±1.8◦ ). This sensor’s performance in the task consisting
of locating an edge are a 40-fold improvement in resolution
versus the inter-photodiode angular resolution [43]. It can
therefore be said to be endowed with hyperacuity [44]. For
further details about the performance (accuracy, calibration)
of this hyperacute visual PSD, see [40], [43].
III. A “ STEERING BY GAZING ” CONTROL STRATEGY
The “steering by gazing” control strategy presented here
amounts to maintaining the gaze automatically oriented toward
a stationary (or moving) target and then ensuring that the
robot’s heading will catch up with the gaze direction, despite
any disturbances encountered by the body. Two distinct but
interdependent control schemes are at work in this system.
The one is in charge of the robot’s gaze, and the other is in
charge of the robot’s heading. The eye dynamics is very fast
in comparison with the robot’s body dynamics. Our control
strategy makes the robot minimize its retinal error signal and
its heading error signal without requiring any knowledge of the
robot’s absolute angular position or that of the target. The fast
phase of the heading dynamics depends on the inertial sensor
(the rate gyro), while the slow phase (steady state) depends
on the visual sensor. Here we will describe the eye control
system and the heading control system and explain how they
interact.
A. The eye control strategy
Figure 3 shows a top view of the robot, where the various
angles are defined.
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in fig.4).

Fig. 3. OSCAR II oculomotor mechanism (top view). The central “eye
tube” bearing the lens and the two-pixel micro-scanning retina (see Fig.2b)
is inserted into a larger carbon tube (“the head”) that is mounted firmly onto
the robot’s body. The eye tube is thus mechanically decoupled from the head
and has one degree of freedom about the yaw axis. The eye-in-robot angle
θer between the robot’s gaze and the robot’s heading is finely controlled (via
the linkage rod and the control horn) by a micro voice coil motor (VCM)
extracted from a hard disk microdrive.

Figure 6 summarizes the feedforward and feedback control
systems involved in the eye control system. The feedback
control system (depicted in figure 6, bottom) is a regulator
that keeps the retinal error εr = θt − θgaze at zero by
adjusting the robot’s eye orientation θer . The gaze control
strategy ensures that θgaze will follow any changes in the
relative target position (θtarget ). When the OSCAR II robot
is presented with a stationary target, the eye control system
will compensate for any disturbances applied to the body by
holding the gaze locked onto the target thanks to the Vestibuloocular Reflex (VOR) and to the fast dynamics of the eye. If
the target happens to move, the Visual Fixation Reflex (VFR)
will adjust the gaze orientation θgaze via θer so that the gaze
will track the target smoothly, whatever the yaw disturbances
possibly affecting the robot’s body.
1) The inertial feedforward control loop (Vestibulo-ocular
Reflex): Like the semi circular canals in the inner ear, which
estimate the head’s angular speeds [45], the Micro-ElectroMechanical System (MEMS) rate gyro measures the robot’s
angular speed Ωheading about the yaw axis. This measurement
is integrated by a pseudo-integrator (Cvor (s)) that estimates
the body’s orientation θheading in θ̂heading (fig. 6). The highpass filter in Cvor (s) has a low cut-off frequency of 0.05Hz
to overcome the slow and unpredictable drift inherent to the
MEMS rate gyro. The VOR was designed to compensate for
any changes in θheading by faithfully making θer follow any
change in θ̂heading with opposite sign (Σ2 ). In figure 4, the
gaze θgaze (which was obtained by adding θer to θ̂heading )
can be seen to have remained remarkably steady, apart from a
brisk (45ms) low-amplitude (2.6◦ ) deviation (see black curve

Fig. 4. Gaze stabilization in the presence of a sudden perturbation of the
robot’s heading (θheading ). While the eye was fixating a white-to-dark edge,
a bias step of 11◦ was added to the heading feedback loop (see fig. 7).
This caused an immediate counter rotation of the robot’s eye θer , triggered
by the Vestibulo-ocular Reflex (VOR). The robot’s response (θheading ) to
this change was completed within about 200ms. The gaze direction (θgaze ),
which was obtained by adding together the two curves θheading + θer , can
be seen to have stabilized efficiently around 0◦ , due to the fast and accurate
response of the VOR : the gaze strayed outside the ±1◦ range for only 45ms,
showing a peak deviation of only 2.6◦ . The VOR based on the MEMS rate
gyro will stabilize the gaze efficiently regardless of whether the change in the
robot’s heading is due to a voluntary saccade or to an external disturbance
(such as a gust of wind).

Fig. 5. Frequency analysis of the Vestibulo-ocular Reflex (VOR) showing the
ability of the eye to compensate for fast body perturbations. The four curves
were recorded in a single experiment where the robot was mounted onto the
shaft of a low-friction resolver monitoring its yaw orientation θheading (see
fig. 1).(a) Robot’s angular position θheading resulting from the differential
drive of its two propellers in response to a chirp signal. (b) Resulting eye
orientation (plotted here negatively: −θer ), which can be seen to counter
the robot’s heading up to high frequencies, thanks to the VOR. (c) and (d)
θ (s)
Gain and phase of the transfer function − θ er (s) ≈ CV OR (s).Heye (s)
heading
computed from (a) and (b). The gain and phase curves show the fast dynamics
of the OSCAR’s VOR, which is able to compensate for any rotational body
disturbances over a wide (1 − 7Hz) frequency range.
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In the frequency domain, this feedforward control means
that the gain and phase of the transfer function relating θer
to −θheading must be held at 0dB and 0 ◦ , respectively, over
the largest possible frequency range, as given by the following
expression:
θer
= −CV OR (s).Heye (s) = −1
θheading
No previous studies have focused on artificial VOR-based
oculo-motor control systems in a frequency range greater
than 2Hz. Here, the frequency response of OSCAR II VOR
was assessed over a large frequency band, up to a value
of 7Hz, by applying a differential chirp signal to the propellers. This caused the robot to oscillate sinusoidally about
its vertical (yaw) axis (θheading in figure 5a) at increasingly
high frequencies. The ensuing rotation of the robot’s eye was
measured (−θer in figure 5b) and the magnitude and phase
were calculated (figure 5c and 5d) from the ratio between the
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the output −θer and input
θheading [46]. It can be seen from Figures 5c and 5d that the
−θer (s)
transfer function θheading
(s) shows zero gain and zero phase
throughout the [1 − 7]Hz frequency range, which makes the
performance of this artificial VOR almost comparable to that
of the human VOR [47].
2) The visual feedback loop: The visual feedback loop
strives to annul the retinal signal error εr to keep the robot’s
gaze locked onto the visual target. The embedded visual sensor
measures the retinal error εr in the robot’s reference frame
(the robot therefore does not care whether the visual target is
moving or not). The visual sensor’s output εr is a linear, even
function of εr = θtarget − θgaze . The visual feedback-loop
makes the robot able to:
• fixate a stationary target
• track a moving target
• correct any low frequency inaccuracies (i.e., drift) of the
VOR inertial sensor
The OSCAR II visual sensor [42] has a refresh rate of 10Hz
(see details in the Appendix II-B). This 10Hz scanning of the
visual scene is the main limiting factor involved in the process
of visually rejecting any fast disturbances liable to destabilize
the robot. Nonetheless, the VOR reflex solves this problem by
greatly improving the dynamics of the gaze stabilization, thus
preventing the target from straying beyond the narrow (±1.8 ◦ )
FOV of the eye, even in the presence of strong aerodynamic
disturbances, as we will see in section IV.
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fast dynamics) and the robot (with its slow dynamics). The
common drive signal (Cd ) acts as a set point for the eye
orientation θer but as an error input signal for the robot’s
heading orientation θheading (see fig. 8). This common drive
signal causes the robot’s body to rotate until its heading is
aligned with its gaze (at which time Cd = 0). The visuallyguided behavior implemented here is therefore such that the
main output regulated at 0 is the retinal error εr between the
gaze and the orientation of the target (see fig.3). The advantage
is that the robot at no time looses sight of the target in the
presence of strong disturbances affecting the body, as we will
see in section IV-C. The overall system of regulation can be
said to first align θgaze with θt (εr = 0) and then to turn the
robot’s body so as to align θheading with θgaze (Cd = 0)
IV. PERFORMANCE OF THE OSCAR II ROBOT
The robot’s performance were tested in three experiments
(noted B,C,D below). The first experiment showed the accuracy and reliability of the OSCAR II robot equipped with
its oculomotor control system and its heading control system.
In the second experiment, the visual fixation performance of
the robot were compared, depending on whether the Oculomotor Reflexes (ORs) were activated or inactivated. In the
third experiment, the robot’s ability to track a moving target
visually was tested in the presence of strong and random aerial
perturbations (gusts of wind).
A. Experimental setup
The robot was mounted onto the shaft of a low friction
high resolution miniature resolver so that it was free to rotate
about its yaw axis. The robot’s heading angle was monitored
with a 14-bit resolution (0.022 ◦ ) resolver-to-digital converter
connected to a dSPACE board. To assess the performance of
the visual feedback loop, we presented the robot with a vertical
black and white edge that was made to translate horizontally
in the frontal plane, 1 meter ahead, via a motorized linear
slide system (see Fig. 9). The robot communicated with the
computer via a Bluetooth wireless connection emulating a full
duplex UART bus. This connection enabled the operator to
send the robot high level commands while monitoring the
operational variables in real time. The 115.2-Kbaud connection
made it possible to monitor up to 6 variables at different
sampling rates (Cd , εr , θer , θheading ref , Ωheading , θ̂heading ).
The data collected using this UART bus were directly logged
in a custom-made Matlab Graphical User Interface (GUI) [49].

B. The heading control strategy
The “steering by gazing” control strategy is an extension
of the eye control strategy depicted in figure 6. In the generic
control system shown in figure 7, both the robot’s steering
dynamics and the eye dynamics are under the control of
the common drive signal Cd ; the gaze control system and
the heading control system are therefore interdependent. Any
change in the robot’s heading is treated like an input disturbance to the feedback gaze control system. The common
drive signal is the difference (Σ2 in Figure 7) between the
VFR and the VOR signals. It drives both the eye (with its

B. Visual fixation
Fig.10 illustrates the remarkably accurate and steady visual
fixation of a stationary edge effected by the OSCAR II robot.
Figure 10b shows the histogram distribution of the robot’s
heading during the first 30 minutes of a 37-minute long
experiment. This histogram shows a Gaussian distribution with
a standard deviation as small as σ = 0.14 ◦ . The robot’s
heading never strayed beyond ±0.4 ◦ (which is 4.5 times
smaller than the robot’s eye FOV ±1.8 ◦ ). In this experiment,
the robot kept on holding its gaze (and hence its heading)
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Fig. 6. Block diagram of the Oculomotor Reflexes (ORs). The visual feedback loop at the bottom (which is called the Visual Fixation Reflex (VFR)) is a
position servo designed to minimize the retinal error measured εr = θtarget − θgaze , thus making the eye lock onto a contrasting target. The feedforward
controller (VOR) makes the eye compensate exactly for any dynamic changes in the robot’s heading (θheading ). In Σ3 , the orientation of the robot, θheading ,
is added to the eye-in-robot orientation, θer , and in Σ2 the estimated heading θ̂heading is subtracted from the visual controller’s output to hold the gaze
steadily on the target despite any heading disturbances. Note that the robot controls its gaze on the basis of measurements (Ωheading , εr ) that relate entirely
to its own coordinate frame: it requires no knowledge of the absolute heading (θheading ) or the absolute angular target position (θtarget ) shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 7. Generic block diagram of the “the steering by gazing” control strategy which involves two intertwined visual (bottom loop) and inertial (upper loop)
control system. The system cancels the retinal error signal εr by acting on both θheading and θer . The three signals θer , Ωheading and retinal error εr
(in blue) are measured in the robot’s reference frame. None of the angle data available in the laboratory reference frame are conveyed to the controller. This
system can be described in terms of Main-Vernier loops [48], where the common drive signal (Cd ) provides the (slow) heading feedback-loop with an error
signal and the (fast) eye dynamic loop with a set point signal for controlling the gaze (θgaze ). This novel control system meets the following two objectives:
(1) keeping the gaze locked onto the visual (stationary or moving) target whatever aerodynamic disturbances (gusts of wind, ground effects, etc.) affect the
robot’s body, and (2) automatically realigning the robot’s heading θheading with the gaze, and hence with the visual target.

locked for a total time of 37 minutes (i.e., until the battery was
completely empty), in spite of the aerial disturbances caused
by its own propellers and the ambient air flow. Figure 10a

shows a 17-second close up sample (from 1000s to 1017s
after the start of the experiment) of the robot’s heading (the
angle 0 ◦ corresponds to a perfect alignment of the robot with
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Fig. 8.
a) Classical (OSCAR I) robot configuration, where the eye is coupled to the body. b) New (OSCAR II) robot configuration, where the eye is
decoupled from the body. In our “Steering by gazing” control strategy, a common drive signal Cd controls both the eye and the robot. This common drive
signal is an angular set point for the eye (θer ) and an angular error signal for the robot’s heading (θheading ). c) Step response of the eye (θer ) and that
of the robot’s heading θheading . When serving as an error signal controlling the robot’s (Hrobot ), Cd makes the robot rotate until Cd is cancelled; when
serving as an angular set point controlling the eye (θer ), Cd makes the eye rotate until the appropriate position is reached.

Fig. 10.
Long term heading stabilization with respect to the stationary
target (placed at the origin θtarget = 0). The OSCAR II robot was mounted
onto the shaft of a low friction miniature resolver that monitored its angular
position (see figure 1). The robot, which was free to rotate about its yaw axis,
successfully locked its gaze (and its heading) onto a fixed target (see fig.9)
during a long (37-minute) experiment. (a) A 17-second sample of the robot’s
heading while the robot was fixating the target. (b) Distribution of the robot’s
heading computed during the first 30 minutes of the experiment. In spite of
the natural aerodynamic disturbances, the standard deviation of the heading
was very small (σ = 0.14 ◦ ).

C. Rejection of aerodynamic perturbations

Fig. 9. Sketch of the test bed used to assess the performance of the OSCAR II
robot. The robot (see figure 1) was free to rotate frictionlessly about its yaw
axis. It controls its heading by adjusting the rotational speeds of its two
propellers differentially. OSCAR’s gaze locks onto the target (an edge), which
can be shifted in the frontal plane 1m ahead. During the tracking experiments,
strong aerodynamic perturbations (gusts of wind at speeds of up to 6m/s)
were applied asymmetrically (i.e.,onto one propeller) by means of a ducted
fan placed 20cm behind the robot.

the target).
Figure 11 stresses the importance of vision in the fixation
process by showing that fixation rapidly degrades once the
room light has been switched off (at time t=180s). From this
moment on, the robot’s heading can be seen to drift by about
2◦ within the next 10 seconds. This is due to the drift inherent
to the rate gyro, which makes the gaze and hence the heading
orientation loose their reference to the edge.

The previous version of the OSCAR robot (OSCAR I) was
prone to be easily destabilized by gusts of wind because its
eye was mechanically coupled to its body. OSCAR II is a great
improvement over OSCAR I, since the direction of its gaze is
decoupled from its heading. The performance of the OSCAR II
robot were compared, depending on whether its ORs were
activated or not (inactivating the ORs on OSCAR II makes
it equivalent to the former OSCAR I configuration, where
the eye was fixed to the body). In a preliminary experiment
[50], we gave slaps to the robot with a custom made slapping
machine. In the current experiment, we used a more natural
perturbation. The experimental setup used for this purpose
was the same as that described in section IV-A, except that a
ducted fan was placed 40cm behind one propeller (see figure
9). This fan generated airflow at a speed of 5.2m/s. The
airflow perturbation regime was controlled via a PWM signal
generated by an acquisition board. To calibrate the ducted fan,
various PWM duty cycle values were applied for 10 seconds
and the airspeed measured was averaged over this time. To
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Fig. 11. Heading drift in the absence of a visual reference. (a) As long as
the room light is on, the robot’s heading keeps locking onto the stationary
edge (left part, similar to Figure 9a), thanks to the “steering by gazing control
strategy” (cf. 7). (b) Once the light is switched off (at time index 180s), the
visual control loop becomes inefficient (see fig. 7). The retinal error input
εr remains null (see the dark curve) causing the robot’s heading to be solely
controlled by the inertial control loop. The robot is unable to hold its heading
steady due to the drift inherent to the rate gyro (here, the heading can be seen
to drift away inexorably)

compare the performance of the OSCAR II and OSCAR I
configurations, both the robot’s heading θheading and the “eyein-robot” orientation θer were measured and the gaze θgaze
were reconstructed as the sum (see fig. 3)
θgaze = θheading + θer

(1)

Figure 12 shows a close up of the robot’s, eye’s and gaze’s
responses to the sudden gust of wind in the case of the
OSCAR I configuration (fig. 12a: Oculo-motor reflexes OFF)
and the OSCAR II configuration (fig12b: Oculo-motor Reflex
ON). In both experiments, the wind travel time between the
turbine and the robot is 240ms. Despite the robot’s inertial
feedback controller (see fig.7), the sudden wind gust creates
a peak heading error of 5◦ . After the 200ms long wind
perturbation, the internal integrator compensates for the wind
by making the contralateral propeller rotate faster. But when
the wind gust stops, the propeller differential speed of rotation
makes the robot react in the opposite direction, creating an
error of opposite sign −3◦ . It can be seen that the heading error
lets the target astray from the visual FOV for a total duration
of 400ms, in both OSCAR I and OSCAR II configurations.
However, in the OSCAR 1 configuration (fig.12a), the gaze
(equal to the robot’s heading) leaves the ±1.8◦ limits of the
FOV. Visual contact with the target is lost for about 400ms
with the dramatic consequence that the robot would loose the
target in case of the latter would move during this 400ms
period. The OSCAR II configuration by contrast makes the
gaze keep within the ±1.8◦ FOV limit, the robot always keeps
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Fig. 12. (a) and (b) Visual fixation of a steady edge in the presence of a
200ms wind impulse by the OSCAR I configuration (without Oculomotor
Reflexes (ORs)) and the OSCAR II configuration (with ORs i.e. Vestibuloocular Reflex (VOR) + Visual Fixation Reflex (VFR)). In the OSCAR I
configuration, the gaze can be seen to lead astray the ±1.8◦ limit (width
of the FOV). Thus, the target which is steady at the position 0 gets out of
the FOV and is lost for almost 400ms (0.03s until 0.4s). In the OSCAR II
configuration, the “eye-in-robot” profile (θer blue curve) shows that V OR
immediately counteracts the robot rotation (θheading , red curve), so that the
gaze (θgaze , black curve) remains quasi-steady. This experiment demonstrate
that in the OSCAR II configuration, the robot can maintain visual contact with
the visual target despite the strong aerial perturbation applied to its structure.

sight of the target. The mechanical decoupling of the eye
associated with fast ORs clearly makes for the robustness of
the visual fixation performance, by decreasing the probability
for the robot to lose sight of the target.
D. Visual tracking of a moving target
To further assess the robustness of the OSCAR II robot in
terms of its ability to reject aerodynamic perturbations, the
robot was presented with a vertical edge that was made to
translate sinusoidally in a frontal plane 1m ahead (see figure
9), and the robot’s visuo-motor behaviour was tested in the
presence of strong gusts of wind. The target’s translation was
accurately controlled (resolution of 0.125mm) by a stepper
motor driven in the microstep mode by a dSPACE board.
The translation sequence was a slow sinusoid (period of
36s) of a large amplitude (78cm peak-to-peak, causing an
angular excursion of 42.4 ◦ with respect to the robot’s eye). A
series of brisk random aerodynamic perturbations was applied
here. Figures 13a shows the visual tracking behavior of the
OSCAR II robot with its Oculomotor Reflexes (ORs) or ON
(Fig. 13a) during the visual pursuit of the translating target.
The robot’s heading (red continuous line in figure 13a) can
be seen to have followed the target throughout the whole
cycle; compensating smoothly and accurately for the strong
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Fig. 13. (a) Smooth pursuit of a grey edge in the presence of random
wind gusts by the OSCAR II configuration (with ORs i.e. Vestibulo-ocular
Reflex (VOR) + Visual Fixation Reflex (VFR)). The edge was translated
sinusoidally at 0.03Hz with an amplitude of 42.4 ◦ (peak to peak) by means
of an accessory linear position servo system (see Fig. 9). The maximum linear
speed of the target was 6.3cm/s, corresponding to an angular speed of 3.7 ◦ /s.
The OSCAR II configuration kept on tracking the visual target consistently
despite the aerial perturbations. Theses aerial perturbations sometimes makes
the robot’s heading to get away from the visual target by an error angle greater
than the FOV (1.8◦ ). However, the fast V OR maintains the gaze locked onto
the visual target (see details on fig.12). Maintains the visual contact with the
target made the robot faithfully follow the target.

random gusts of wind applied to one of its propellers (from
0s to 40s) and never loosing sight of the moving target. Each
pulse of wind gave rise to the same kind of reaction as shown
in fig. 12b. This attests that when the ORs are activated the
robot manages to reject the strong aerodynamic perturbations
robustly throughout the cycle with its gaze locked onto the
moving target (fig. 13a).
V. C ONCLUSION
The 100-g aerial demonstrator presented here is equipped
with an accurate one-axis ultra-fast gaze and heading control
system mimicking the highly proficient visuomotor processes
at work in natural flying creatures. This system was designed
to keep the robot heading stably towards a contrasting edge,
despite the severe aerodynamic perturbations imposed on its
body. The key to this achievement is the mechanical decoupling between eye and body. The robot’s eye, which performs
similar micro-scanning movements to that known to occur in
flies, can be said to be a hyperacute optical Position Sensing
Device (PSD) with a very limited Field Of View (FOV)
(±1.8 ◦ ) [43]. Although this FOV is of a similar size to that of
the human fovea, it requires only two pixels, as opposed to six
million pixels. The main advantage of this minimalistic device
over the visual systems classically used on robotic platforms is
that it requires very few computational resources, which makes
it possible to mount the whole visuo-motor processing system
onboard a small aerial robot. The possible drawbacks of having
such a small FOV are compensated for by the additional degree
of freedom from which the robot’s eye benefits by having its
gaze oriented independently of its body. The fast dynamics of
the eye boost the two oculomotor reflexes which consist of:
• a Visual Fixation Reflex (VFR)
• a Vestibulo-ocular Reflex (VOR)
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The fast inertial VOR stabilizes the robot’s gaze when the
robot’s body is subjected to untoward perturbations. Whenever
the robot’s heading is affected by a rotational disturbance, the
change in θheading is measured and compensated for by the
VOR feedforward control system, which immediately triggers
an appropriate counter rotation of the eye. The VOR is coupled
with the VFR. The VFR endows the robot with the ability
to fixate a stationary target at high accuracy for a long time
(e.g. 30 min in fig.10) and to track a moving target accurately
without being disturbed by strong gusts of wind (figure 13b).
The robot tracks a moving target as robustly as it fixates a
stationary target because the VOR consistently compensates
for all the disturbances to which the body is exposed. The
visual fixation reflex also compensates for the inevitable drift
of the rate gyro (which is used to measure the robot’s yaw
speed Ωheading ).
The fast dynamics of the eye (rise time as small as 19ms, fig.
15) enable it to perform fast and accurate saccadic movements.
Saccades, which have been studied in detail in humans,
monkeys, and many insects, make it possible to orient the
fovea onto a new target. This will be the subject of our further
studies. We will now describe how saccadic movements can
coexist with the oculomotor performance described above. In
the “steering by gazing” control strategy presented here, the robustness of the gaze control system can be said to be extended
to the heading control system. An aerial vehicle equipped
with this system would be able to reject the aerodynamic disturbances encountered and to eventually realign its trajectory
with the target on which the gaze remains firmly locked. This
visuo-inertial heading control strategy is one step towards the
development of autonomous Unmanned Air Vehicules (UAVs)
and Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs). The lightness
and low power consumption of the whole system would make
it particularly suitable for application to Micro-Air Vehicles
(MAVs) and Micro-Underwater Vehicles (MUVs) which are
prone to disturbances due to untoward pitch variations, wingbeats (or body undulations or fin-beats), wind gusts (or water
streams), ground effects, vortices, and unpredictable aerodynamic (or hydrodynamic) disturbances of many other kinds.
Lessons learned from biological creatures teach us that it is
best to compensate early on for these disturbances, which was
done here by using a visuo-inertial gaze stabilization system
as the basis for efficient heading stabilization. Anchoring the
gaze on a contrasting feature in the environment provides a
robust, drift-free starting-point for exploring the world.
A PPENDIX A
L OCAL CONTROLLERS
A. Control of the robot’s eye orientation θer
The dynamics of the human oculomotor system result in
performance that are often said to be contradictory. On the
one hand, the Extra Ocular Muscles (EOM) keep he gaze
accurately fixed on a steady target [51]; and on the other
hand, these muscles rotate the eye at high speed: a saccade
of moderate amplitude is triggered within only about 100ms
[52].
We mimicked the high performance of the human oculomotor system by using an unconventional “extra-ocular muscle”
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Fig. 14. Block diagram of the oculo-motor control system, which servoes the
“eye-in-robot” angle θer to the reference input Cd (see figure [43]). The eye’s
internal state space model uses both the command Ue (z) and the measured
angle θer (z) to estimate the four internal states of the system that include
the eye and its VCM actuator. The fifth external state is the integral of the
eye’s position error, which insures a zero steady state error. The classical LQG
method was used to compute the gain matrix Ke0 and Ke1 .

to control the orientation of the OSCAR’s eye-tube: this device
consisted of a micro Voice Coil Motor (VCM) milled out
of a hard disk microdrive (Hitachi or Magicstor microdrives
gave equally satisfactory performance). This VCM, which was
designed to control the read/write head in disk drive control
systems [53], was used here to good effect to rotate the eye
(see figure 3), because it gave a good trade-off between high
accuracy and fast rotation. Controlling a VCM requires a
position feedback loop. The robot’s visual angle θer (see fig.3)
is measured by a Hall sensor placed in front of a micro magnet
(1mm3 ) glued to the eye-tube’s rotational axis (fig. 2). A state
space approach was used to implement a controller composed
of an estimator cascaded with a state-augmented control gain
Ke computed using a classical LQG method. This structure
servoes the θer angle to the reference input Cd (Fig. 7, 8 and
14 ). The state space approach adopted here gave fairly good
results, despite the non-linearity of the eye plant (which was
approximated by the linear model Geye (s): see C) and the
background noise present in the Hall sensor’s output signals.
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and a settling time Tsettle as small as 29ms were obtained
(as compared to 44ms in the original version: see figure 4 in
[50]). In response to a large 45-deg step (not shown here), a
velocity peak of 2300 ◦ /s was reached, which is about four
times higher than the 660 ◦ /s peak reached by our former
(PID) controller [50] and three times higher than the saturation
velocity (600 ◦ /s) of the human eye measured during a saccade
[54]. On the whole, the robot’s oculomotor control system is
practically linear, unlike the human oculomotor control system
(the rise time of which typically increases with the saccade
amplitude [52]).
B. Controlling the robot’s heading θh
Here again, a state space structure was used to control the
robot’s heading (figure 16). The robot’s state space controller
is a simplified three-state model, to which an external integral
state has been added. The additional integral state compensates for any mismatch in propeller efficiency and ensures a
zero steady state error, thanks to the robustness of the LQR
compensator that can cope with any non-linearities that were
not initially modeled.

Fig. 16. Block diagram of the robot’s heading controller. The robot’s inner
controller consists of a three-state estimator combined with a classical full
state feedback law with an additional integral state. The classical LQG method
was used to compute the gain matrix Kr0 and Kr1 .

A PPENDIX B
T HE HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE
A. Description of the robot electronics

Fig. 15. Closed-loop step response of the “Eye-in-Robot” angular position
θer to a large (10 ◦ ) step input applied to the reference input Cd (Fig. 7,
8 and 14). The Voice Coil Motor (VCM) actuator (see fig.3) is controlled
via a full state feedback controller which gives a settling time (Tsettle ) as
small as 29ms. θer is measured by the Hall effect sensor placed in front of
a micro-magnet mounted onto the eye axle (fig. 2).

The step response illustrated in Fig. 15 shows the very fast
dynamics obtained with this closed-loop control of the “Eyein-Robot” orientation: θer . A rise time Trise as small as 19ms

A photograph of the main electronic board is shown in
fig.18. The digital electronics embedded in the robot are
composed of the main microcontroller (dsPIC 30f4013) supervising two smaller microcontrollers (dsPIC 30f2010) (see
fig. 17). One of the latters controls the rotational speed of each
propeller in the closed loop mode (it is part of the 1-gram dual
channel speed controller board described in [39]). The other
one controls the angular position of the eye θer in the closed
loop mode, according to the scheme shown in Fig.14, and
drives a power analog amplifier connected to the VCM.
The main dsPIC 30f4013 is in charge of :
• extracting the retinal error εr using an Elementary Motion
Detector (EMD)
• estimating the robot’s heading θ̂heading via the MEMS
rate gyro
• implementing the Visual Fixation Reflex (VFR)
• implementing the Vestibulo-ocular Reflex (VOR)
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Fig. 17.
Simplified scheme of the embedded electronics. The robot is
equipped with three Microchip dsPIC microcontrollers. The main microcontroller (dsPIC 30F4013) runs a multirate simulink-based program, which
is in charge of the main control tasks. Two secondary microcontrollers
(dsPIC 30f2010) are used to control the eye’s orientation and the propellers
respectively. The main microcontroller sends the set point specifying both the
eye’s angular position and the throttle of the two propellers via PWM signals.
It receives two analog signals (Ph1 and Ph2) from the eye’s retina and sends
an analog signal controlling the retinal micro-scanning movement to the piezo
driver. A Bluetooth wireless device connected to the UART peripheral can be
used by the operator to log data received from the freely moving robot and
to send the robot data and start/stop instructions. This radio link also serves
to reprogram the main microcontroller via the tinybld bootloader [55].

•
•

implementing the steering control system
driving the Piezo eye actuator

The main dsPIC therefore manages both kinds of sensory
input: the visual input (the two photodiode signals) and the
inertial input (the rate gyro). It also drives a high voltage
amplifier used to control the piezo bender responsible for
the retinal microscanning process [40]. The Bluetooth device
provides a full-duplex radio link between the robot and the
Matlab-PC ground station. This radio link makes it possible
to remotely monitor the various variables and to reprogram
the main digital controller (dsPIC 30f4013).
All embedded algorithms were developed with a custommade Simulink blockset for dsPIC [49]. This tool can program
the Microchip embedded digital controller directly from a
Simulink model without having to type any code lines.

A PPENDIX C
T RANSFER FUNCTIONS
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Fig. 18. The autopilot board of the OSCAR 2 robot. This board comprises
the main microcontroller (dsPIC 30f4013) and the rate gyro (ADIS16100). All
the board’s inputs and outputs are electrically isolated from the other devices
(the piezo driver, VCM and sensorless speed controllers, cf. figure 15). The
board is powered by a small 3.6V-100mAh (LiPo) battery.
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